The MIT hockey team finally scored a power play goal when Alexander Juskin '88 passed to Brian L. Schuster '89, who put it in a slaphand from the edge of the circle.

The American was part of a three-on-two opportunity but left, making the task of evening the score seem insurmountable. But with 30 seconds left, Brian L. Schuster '88 broke up a Tufts play at the Tufts blue line and Dale Archer G broke away with the puck to score shorthanded. Once again, the Beavers were just one goal behind.

Despite pulling the MIT goaltender and getting a faceoff in the Tufts zone from an icing call, the MIT squad could not put the puck end-to-end with Jeff Bates '90 putting in a rebound, but a Tufts forward. Cries from the crowd began chanting loudly, "I'm Crazy!" after a delay of several minutes the officials finally decided to disallow it.

With under five minutes left in the period, Tufts took advantage of a power play, scoring its third goal as several shots on the MIT goal-tender rebounded straight out in front of the net instead of being cleaned into the corner. Bates brought the game back into reach in the final minute of the period although they still dominated the puck in the opponent's zone.

Three minutes into the third period Tufts was given the chance to extend its lead on a powerplay, but Tufts' penalty killing was so effective that Tufts did not even manage to get a shot on goal. Later the Beavers were given another chance to score on a powerplay. But MIT could not get its control of the puck in the Tufts zone.

With less than two minutes left it seemed that the last nail was hammered into the coffin as a last-sec. Tufts pass from left of the MIT net went wide of the crease and was slapped into the net, giving Tufts a 3-0 lead. The Beavers were then assessed a penalty with just over a minute left, making the task of evening the score seem insurmountable. But with 30 seconds left, Brian L. Schuster '88 broke up a Tufts play at the Tufts blue line and Dale Archer G broke away with the puck to score shorthanded. Once again, the Beavers were just one goal behind.
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